Strong and biocompatible three-dimensional porous silk fibroin/graphene oxide scaffold prepared by phase separation.
Silk fibroin (SF) is blended with graphene oxide (GO) to prepare the strong and biocompatible three dimensional porous SF/GO blended scaffold via phase separation. GO could be well dispersed in SF solution and GO could also be well distributed in the SF scaffold. Furthermore, the introduction of GO can lead to structural change in the bended scaffold. Higher concentration of GO resulted in more compact structure and smaller pore size of the composite scaffolds without decreasing their porosity. Scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive spectrometry results also reveal that SF and GO are homogeneous blended together. Analysis of chemical structures of the scaffold shows that addition of GO do not affect the crystalline structure of SF and it is evenly blended with SF. The blended scaffold has significantly higher breaking strength than the pure SF scaffold. In vitro study indicates that both pure SF scaffold and SF/GO composite scaffold support growth and proliferation of MC3T3-E1 osteoprogenitor cells. However, the addition of GO contribute to the proliferation of MC3T3-E1 osteoprogenitor. The testing results show that the blended scaffold is an appropriate candidate for tissue engineering.